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Creative schools the grassroots revolution that's transforming education

A revolutionary reap of how to educate our children and young people by the New York Times bestselling author of The Element and Finding Your Element. Ken Robinson is one of the world's most influential voices in education, and his TED Talk on the subject in 2006 is the most watched in the
organization's history. Now, the world's most recognized leader in creativity and human potential is focusing on one of the most critical issues of our time: how to change the nation's troubled education system. At a time when standardized testing businesses are raking in huge profits, with many schools
struggling, and students and educators everywhere suffering under the strain, Robinson points the way forward. He argues for an end to our outdated industrial education system and offers a highly personalized organic approach that rules out society's unprecedented technological and professional
resources to engage all students, develop their love of learning and enable them to address the real challenges of the 21st century. Full of anecdotes, observations and recommendations from professionals at the forefront of transformative education, the history of portfolios and groundbreaking research -
and written with Robinson's commercial wit and fascinating style - creative schools will inspire teachers, parents and policymakers alike to rethink the true nature and purpose of education. Available now (click on logo): British edition available from (click on logo): Audio – CDs/Downloads (click on logo):
MP3 Audio Sample: Revolutionary reappraisal of how to educate our children and young people by Ken Robinson, the New York Times bestselling author of Element and Finding Your Element. You, your child, and school come from Viking. Ken Robinson is one of the world's most influential voices in
education, and his TED Talk on the subject in 2006 is the most watched in the organization's history. Now, the world's most recognized leader in creativity and human potential is focusing on one of the most critical issues of our time: how to change the nation's troubled education system. At a time when
standardized testing businesses are raking in huge profits, with many schools struggling, and students and educators everywhere suffering under the strain, Robinson points the way forward. He argues for an end to our outdated industrial education system and offers a highly personalized organic
approach that rules out society's unprecedented technological and professional resources to engage all students, develop their love of learning and enable them to address the real challenges of the 21st century. Full of anecdotes, observations and recommendations from frontline professionals of
transformative education, case history, and Research - and written with Robinson's wit and engaging style - creative schools will encourage teachers, parents and policymakers alike to rethink the true nature and purpose of education. Sir Ken Robinson, PhD, is a recognised international leader in the
development of creativity, innovation and human potential. He advises governments, corporations, education systems and some of the world's leading cultural organizations. The videos of his famous calls to the prestigious TED conference were watched by some 300 million people in more than 150
countries. Lou Aronica is the author of two novels and co-authors of several nonfiction works, including the Cultural Code (with Cloter Raphael) and the element. 664 Access 1 Citations 0 Metrics Altmetric Page 2 ←Francius 1 2 3 ... 6 Next→ visit the Help section or contact us at 370.973 ROBeAudio.After
his TED talk, do schools kill creativity. Author is english-speaking in the UK and an international arts education adviser to the government, with no profits, education and artistic bodies. Synopsis: This book focuses mainly on preschoolers until the end of high school. The drives for raising achievement are
motivation and anticipation for students. All successful education examples come from low-income families, there are few or no examples of education reform for the mid-370.973 ROBeAudio.After his TED talk, do schools kill creativity. Author is english-speaking in the UK and an international arts
education adviser to the government, with no profits, education and artistic bodies. Synopsis: This book focuses mainly on preschoolers until the end of high school. The drives for raising achievement are motivation and anticipation for students. All the successful examples of education come from low-
income families, there are little or no examples of education reform for middle-class families, do these high-achieving students get along just fine in school? Current education system: 1. Teaching by age group, regular teaching periods, sharp subject divisions, linear assessments), design based on the
industrial nature of public education to meet the need for work of the industrial period. Learn more about Guy 2.2. Two pillars of mass education. p 76 Organizational culture and intellectual culture.Organizational culture is rooted in industries.Intellectual culture is rooted in plato's academy. 3 principles of
academic work: knowledge of the proposal; focusing on theoretical analysis; Focus on table studies. My suggestion knowledge is called to know that, areas of study versus procedural knowledge is called to know how, areas of practice. 3. Formal education has 3 elements: curriculum, teaching,
evaluation.4. p133 thinks the current curriculum in terms of structure, content, status, ethos (or hidden curriculum). Structure: Organized around discreet topics, hierarchy, duty or optional or official evaluation. in The top place is math, languages, science. The following humanities - history, geography,
social sciences and religion. At the bottom - art, music, physical education, lowest are drama, dance.content: material needs to be studied. Focus on academic learning, so it's theory and analysis rather than practical or professional skills.mode:: Table or project based, individual or collaborative. Ethos::
General atmosphere and study figures: Quiet messages about priorities and values that the curriculum conveys. It's often called a hidden curriculum. The dominant ethos of is a kind of turret. ... As a result, students think the school is boring, an experience to be endured rather than enjoyed. The school
should foster p135-140 curiosity, creativity, criticism, communication, cooperation, compassion, tranquillity, citizenship. Citizenship education is not about promoting conformity and status quo. It is about protecting the need for equal rights, the value of resistance and the need to balance personal freedom
with the rights of others to live in peace.p141-156 In a sense, there are really no such things as an academic issue. There are only academic ways of looking at things. Schools have evolved to place great emphasis on this manner of study, but it is not the subjects as such that they are inherently
academic, but how they are looked at. I prefer ideas of disciplines instead of themes: a combination of theory and practice. School should relate to: art, humanities, language art, mathematics, physical education, science. Notes in this book1. Learning pxvii vs. education versus training, versus school
studies: is the process of acquiring new knowledge and skill.s education: organized programs of learning, without it, people will not be able to do things.Training:A type of education that focuses on learning specific skills.Schools: Every community of people who come together to study, to include home
education, not to study. 2. Pxxii, in order to change, needs 3 forms of understanding: criticism of how things are; A vision of how they should be; A theory of change. 4 Basic goals of education: personal; culture; social; Economic. The purpose of education is to enable students to understand the world
around them and the talents within them, so that they can be satisfied people and active and merciful citizens.3 p11 3 strategies for reformer use: standardization, competition, corporation. Formal education consists of three main components: curriculum, teaching, evaluation. Recently the increase in the
national curriculum.4. p19 Adapting to change and creativity in creating new ideas that current reformers do not value so much.5. P52-53 in the name of man we live in two worlds. The world around you that is objectivity and facts, the world within you, which is subjective and value. These two worlds
communicate with each other, affecting how we see and behave. Again.6. P. 74 Under normal circumstances, most children as young as 2 or 3 speak with extraordinary fluency. 7. P. 171 Evaluation is the process of making decisions about the progress and achievements of the students. Includes 2
components: description and comparison. Description: someone can run a mile at 6 km and can speak French. Comparison: She is the best athlete in the province or speaks French as a native. The estimates even personal performance with others and stair them against certain criteria. Evaluations of
several roles: diagnosis (to help teachers understand student competency and levels of developments; designer (gather information about students' work and activities and support their progress.); summary (making decisions about overall performance at the end of a work program). -- My words: This is
why evaluation is so poor, it pits students against other students, artificially creating unnecessary mental stress on themselves. Social pressure of comparison, huge negative impact on children in learning.8. p200 instead of first year, establish 3 developmental stages. transition (establishing yourself as
part of the academic university community); growth and exploration (breaking framework and discovering passions and interests Your deepest); synthesis and demonstration (bring together what you've learned in your big rather than great routes to put it to work in a practical way) 9. p. 248 for all the
rhetoric of promoting personal fulfilment and for the public good There is a well-documented history in the education of social control, conformity and mass compliance. In a way, mass education is, and always has been, a process of social engineering. .. Education is essentially a controversial concept. It
is, and sometimes we disagree not only on measures but also on the end of education. No discussion of strategy will result in agreement if the goal we have at the top is opposed. Some data and examples1. In the 1950s or 1960s, 1 in 20 goes to colleges, now 1 in 3 goes to colleges.2. In the UK the
secondary modern school is for service, students working in blue-colar, primary schools for businesses and student professions.3. Arts in Schools PROJECTS UK 4. Alternative assessment: learning documentation. p. 173, which originated in London and serves in the city centre with immigrant students
learning English as a main language record based on lev Vigotsky's theory.5 A digital bag fresh. 7. Fair8. p133 Rome until the Middle Ages, education was based on 7 liberal art or science.grammar: the official structures of language.rhetoric: composition, presentation of dialectical arguments: logistical
and formalmusicastronomy11. p. 147 Wolf Report by Alison Wolfe: A Review of Professional Education.12. Nasa Breaking Bad Advanced education versus traditional education. School examples:1. Ken Dunford North Star, also a loose learner based on the North Star Model 2. Slow education (slow
movement) p92, p150 Matthew Moss High School in Rochale3. Big picture learning p148 by Elliot Washor leaving to study: how out-of-school learning increases student engagement and reduces dropout rates by Elliot Washor4. High-tech p129, San Diego, California.5. p152 School of Democracy,
Brooklyn Free School, IDEC (International Democratic Education Conference) by Jacob Hecht Has No Homework and Break All Day: How to Have Freedom and Democracy in Education by Jerry MintzThe Youth Liberation Guide: How To Leave School and Get Real Life and Education by Grace
LlewellynThe Arts in Schools: Principles, Practice and Delivery by Ken RobinsonThe Element: How Finding Your Passion Changes Everything by Robinson KenOut of Our Brains To Be Creative Learning By Ken Robinson Slowness: Challenging the Cult of Speed by Karl HonoréFree Learn: Why
unleashing the instinct to play will make our children happier, More independent, and better-living students by Peter GrayTeach as your hair catches fire: The Methods and Madness Inside Room 56 by Rafe EsquithProfessional: Changing Teaching in Every School by Andy P. HargreavesChange by
Designing How Design Thinking Transforms Organizations and Inspires Innovation by Tim Brown (Design Thinking)The Year of Learning Dangerously : Adventures in Home Education by Kevin Cummings ... More... More
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